Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The last decade has seen a tremendous improvement in our ability to understand the human genome and its transcriptional output at a much higher resolution than previously possible. This has largely been possible due to the availability of technologies which have enabled the annotation of transcripts at much higher depths and resolution. A number of systematic efforts to annotate the transcriptome in the human are also worth mentioning. The earliest and most comprehensive approaches have been the H-invitational database consortium which aimed at assembling complementary DNA (cDNA) sequence information on the human genome through a global collaborative effort. This was followed by approaches including tiling arrays to characterize the transcriptional potential of the genome. Further, recent developments in deep sequencing approaches have greatly increased the resolution and facilitated the understanding of the transcriptome. Consequently, there has been the discovery of a significantly large number of novel gene loci in the genome. A large number of databases, including the ENCODE consortium, has made available gene annotations for the human genome by integrating data from the systematic explorations \[[@CR1]\].

The efforts of the GENCODE consortium has been one of the most comprehensive and standardized approach for gene annotation and widely used by the community \[[@CR1]\]. The initial efforts of GENCODE in the year 2008 (version 1) annotated 36,247 genes and 83,725 transcripts \[[@CR2], [@CR3]\] and subsequent versions of data show the annotations improve over time. The annotations were based on computational analysis, manual annotation, and experimental validation of genes and transcripts. The current release GENCODE Version 24 (V24) released in 2015 for humans has in total 60,554 genes annotated as protein-coding genes (19,815), long noncoding RNA genes (15,941), and small noncoding RNA genes (9882). It is also one of the most comprehensive annotations for long noncoding RNA genes.

Widely used by the community and constantly updated, with an average of three updates every year, we were motivated in understanding how the database evolved in the annotations, as this would provide a snapshot of the dynamic evolution of human gene annotations and specifically the long noncoding RNA annotations. We were interested in exploring both the different classes of annotations and the relative number of genes/transcripts in each annotation version towards understanding how the different gene classes and annotations evolved over time in the last decade.

We systematically analyzed the different annotations of genes/transcripts over different versions of GENCODE, starting with the first release till the latest release (V24) for the Human genome. While GENCODE serves as a major source of long noncoding RNA (lncRNA) annotations and has over time significantly and systematically catalogued the growth of lncRNA annotations, our analysis suggests a significant dynamism in gene annotations, reflective of the evolution and consensus in nomenclature of genes. We also find a number of cases where such dynamism in annotation has contributed to misannotation and in some cases results which might be highly inconsistent. An overview of the dynamism in annotation and the different facets thereof are presented.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Data compendium of transcripts in the human genome {#Sec3}
--------------------------------------------------

Through data integration of transcript information from a total of 24 versions of GENCODE from years 2008 to 2015, we assembled a large compendium of a total of 2,51,614 transcripts. The growth of GENCODE has been consistent over the different versions. The initial version started with an annotation of 87,852 transcript annotations of which 43,415 were protein-coding, while 44,437 belonged to other biotypes. The most recent version of GENCODE (V24) annotates 1,99,005 transcripts, out of which 79,865 are protein-coding while 1,19,140 belong to other RNA biotypes. The most recent annotation as per GENCODE V24 estimates approximately 4.18 % of the human genome to be transcribed, significantly up from the estimate of 2.6 % in the first version. The summary of the gene and transcript numbers, the percentage of genome transcribed as annotated in each of the versions, and their growth over the different versions is summarized in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 1The data compendium of genes and transcripts in Human genome. The X-axis represents GENCODE versions 1-24. The Primary Y-axis (red) represents the number of transcripts (in thousand); the Secondary Y-axis (blue) represents the number of genes (in thousand) and the tertiary Y-axis (yellow) shows percentage of the genome transcribed across GENCODE versions

The compendium of protein-coding and long noncoding RNA annotations {#Sec4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Of the entire compendium of 2,51,614 transcripts, a total of 1,14,114 transcripts were annotated as protein-coding, while a total of 1,20,864 transcripts were annotated as lncRNA biotype, in at least one of the 28 versions of GENCODE. The overlaps between these annotations revealed, a total of 11,069 transcripts had potential moonlighting identities, as shown by clashing annotations in one or the other release of the data resource. The transcripts and their overlapping annotations are summarized in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S1.

Growth of the compendium over time {#Sec5}
----------------------------------

Over years and versions, the compendium has seen significant addition of transcript annotations, with an average of 6277 additions in every new version. The largest addition to the catalog was with the V3b version in the year 2009, which saw an addition of a whopping 26,715 transcripts to the compendium. This accounted for a significant 20.91 % addition of transcript annotations to the compendium. Of these, a total of 20,499 were protein-coding transcripts, while 3096 were lncRNAs. The update also saw a deletion of 7087 transcript annotations.

While the most significant addition to the protein-coding transcript annotations occurred in V3b, the most significant addition to the lncRNA annotations happened in V4, which saw an addition of 8897 new lncRNA transcript annotations.

The consistent updates to the GENCODE compendium also saw deletion of entries in every update. On an average, 2160 transcript annotations were deleted from the database with every version. The largest deletion of transcript annotations occurred with the V20 update of the compendium in the year 2014. This update accounted for the deletion of 11,410 transcript annotations from the compendium, of which 6727 were protein-coding and 3623 were lncRNAs.

The most significant deletion of protein-coding transcript annotations occurred with V20 which saw the deletion of 6727 transcript annotations, while the most significant deletion of lncRNA annotations occurred in the V4 update which saw the deletion of 4149 transcripts. V20 was close behind with a deletion of 3623 lncRNA transcript annotations. The detail for each version is specified in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Census of transcripts and their biotypes across all GENCODE versionsS.NoGENCODE versionsFreeze yearNo. of Havana transcriptsNo. of Ensembl transcriptsTotal transcriptsNo. of Havana converted to Ensembl IDTotal number of unique transcript IDs which were consideredNo. of biotypesNo. of lncRNA biotypes11200867,43216,29383,72566,57987,852371422200979,89914,50594,40476,89098,855361432a200983,04913,35296,40181,8331,01,088351442b200983,04920,57010,361981,8331,08,14539145v3b200978961,19,8091,27,70576691,27,77338146v3c2009013,20671,32,06701,31,89137147v3d200901,34,2661,34,26601,34,267381584201001,42,6371,42,63701,42,467411595201001,48,8801,48,88001,48,7104315106201001,58,4891,58,48901,58,3214416117201001,61,3751,61,37501,61,2144416128201101,65,0671,65,06701,64,9064618139201101,69,4191,69,41901,69,25750201410201101,72,9751,72,97501,72,81051201511201101,80,2721,80,27201,80,10751191612201101,83,0861,83,08601,82,92150191713201201,82,9671,82,96701,82,79841181814201201,90,0511,90,05101,89,88241181915201201,95,4331,95,43301,95,26440172016201201,94,0341,94,03401,93,86540172117201301,94,8711,94,87101,94,70238152218201301,95,5841,95,58401,95,41838142319201301,96,5201,96,52001,96,35438142420201401,94,3341,94,33401,94,17338142521201401,96,3271,96,32701,96,16543172622201401,98,4421,98,44201,98,27847172723201501,98,6191,98,61901,98,45545162824201501,99,1691,99,16901,99,0054718

Consistency in annotations for protein-coding and long noncoding RNAs {#Sec6}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Of the total number of transcripts, a total of 54,840 consistently maintained their annotations across all the GENCODE versions. Of these, 32,458 were protein-coding transcripts, while 22,382 belonged to other RNA biotypes. Out of the consistent transcript annotations throughout the versions, 19,520 belonged to lncRNAs. The dynamicity of the GENCODE compendium is summarized in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 2A Sankey diagram depicting the dynamicity of GENCODE biotypes across all versions (V1 to V24). The *vertical lines* represent the different versions as labeled on the top. The *horizontal lines* represent individual transcripts having any of the 72 biotypes. The biotype has been labeled as numbers as detailed in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}. The NA class of transcripts defined here represents the number of transcripts which were deleted in each of the versions or the number of transcripts which do not exist in each version and have represented with zero (0). The thickness of *horizontal lines* represents the number of transcripts having that particular biotype in individual versions

Dynamicity of the lncRNA compendium and transformation of annotations {#Sec7}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Out of this compendium, a total of 1,37,909 were annotated as noncoding RNA in one of the versions of GENCODE, of which a significant number amounting to 29,512 transcripts were systematically and consistently annotated as lncRNAs in all of the 24 versions. This accounted for 24.41 % of the total lncRNA annotations.

Of the total of 10,718 transcripts which had fleeting identities, a significant number of annotations were from a protein-coding biotype to lncRNA, which accounted to 6560 transcripts, while the reverse accounted for 5463 transcripts in total. A total of 650 lncRNA transcript annotations reversed back after moonlighting as a protein-coding transcript, while 688 protein-coding transcripts reverted back after moonlighting as an lncRNA.

This dynamic nature of transcript biotypes was consistently observed across all the updates to the GENCODE compendium. The most significant change in the protein-coding transcript annotations happened in V3b leading to 20,499 transformations. In V4, had the most significant change in the lncRNA annotations wherein 10,044 transcripts changed their annotations to lncRNA while simultaneously 4498 lncRNA transcripts mutated their annotations to other biotypes. The largest change from the protein-coding transcripts to other biotypes occurred with V20 update of the compendium in 2014 which accounted for 7212 transcripts. The detail for each version is specified in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}.Table 2Details of all the biotypes used in GENCODE and their respective codes as used in our studyBiotype nameCode given3 prime overlapping ncrna1Ambiguous orf2Antisense3Artifact4Bidirectional promoter lncrna5C segment6Disrupted domain7IG C gene8IG C pseudogene9IG D gene10ig gene11IG gene12IG J gene13IG J pseudogene14IG pseudogene\|ig pseudogene15IG V gene16IG V pseudogene17J segment18Known ncrna19lincRNA20macro lncRNA21miRNA22miRNA pseudogene23misc RNA24misc RNA pseudogene25Mt rRNA26Mt tRNA27Mt tRNA pseudogene28ncrna host29Non-coding30Non-stop decay31Nonsense-mediated decay32Polymorphic pseudogene33Processed pseudogene34Processed transcript35Protein coding36Pseudogene37Retained intron38Retrotransposed39Ribozyme40rRNA41rRNA pseudogene42scaRNA43scRNA44scRNA pseudogene45Sense intronic46Sense overlapping47snoRNA48snoRNA pseudogene49snRNA50snRNA pseudogene51TEC\|tec52TR C gene53TR D gene54TR gene55TR J gene56TR J pseudogene57TR pseudogene58TR V gene59TR V pseudogene60Transcribed processed pseudogene61Transcribed pseudogene62Transcribed unitary pseudogene63Transcribed unprocessed pseudogene64Translated processed pseudogene65Translated unprocessed pseudogene66tRNA pseudogene67Unitary pseudogene68Unprocessed pseudogene69V segment70Vaultrna71sRNA72

Differences in the biotypes and annotations between versions of GENCODE {#Sec8}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

We evaluated the dynamicity in the biotypes under which the transcripts were annotated in different versions of GENCODE. Our analysis revealed a total of 70 biotypes were considered in total for annotation of transcripts. Only a small proportion (17) of their entire compendium of biotypes was systematically used in all the versions of GENCODE. A subset of 9 (Ambiguous ORF, scRNA pseudogene, Mt tRNA pseudogene, snRNA pseudogene, snoRNA pseudogene, rRNA pseudogene, miRNA pseudogene, misc RNA pseudogene) biotypes were dropped after v12, while 12 (ncRNA host, Disrupted domain, TR pseudogene, Artifact, scRNA, TR gene, IG gene, V segment, transcribed pseudogene, J segment, C segment) biotypes were used only in the earlier versions of GENCODE. The presence and absence of all biotypes across various versions of GENCODE are summarized in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 3Heatmap depicting the presence and absence of each biotype across different GENCODE versions. The *blue color* represents presence of a biotype, and the *white color* represents absence of a biotype. The *Y*-axis lists all the 71 biotypes and X-axis has all the GENCODE versions

Impact of dynamicity of the lncRNA compendium {#Sec9}
---------------------------------------------

We also evaluated the impact of the dynamicity of annotations. Our analysis revealed a total of 1,96,988 transcripts had a dynamic annotation in at least one of the versions of GENCODE. This accounted for a total of 78.29 % of all the transcript annotations in GENCODE.

We closely examined a few candidates which had a significant dynamicity in its annotation (as shown in Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}: Figure S2). We selected candidates which over versions of GENCODE have been dynamically annotated as a protein-coding or long noncoding RNA. One such candidate is C3orf10 (ENST00000256463). C3orf10 gene encodes for a 9-kD protein which plays a role in regulation of actin and microtubule organization. This gene encodes for ENST00000256463 which was annotated as protein coding in V1 then as an lncRNA in V2-V2a and V3c-V6 and later again annotated as protein coding and further dropped from the database since version 20. In addition to inconsistency to the annotation type, it also had different gene names across versions the name of this transcript also changed: C3orf10 (V1-V8) -\> AC034193.5 (V2-V3b) -\> BRK1 (V9-V19). There were also few transcripts which had consistently same name such as ENST00000436930: FER1L5 (V1-V24), ENST00000366438: ATAD2B (V1-V24) across the entire version with varying annotations. While few transcripts such as ENST00000334998: RP1-163 M9.4 ( V1-V2b) -\> MST1P9 (V3b-V14 ) -\> MST1L (V15) -\> current status does not exist, ENST00000339140: RP11-167P23.5 (V1-2b) -\> FOXR2 (2b-V24), ENST00000408914: RIMKLP (V1-V3d) -\> RIMKLB2 (V4-V5) -\> RIMKLBP1 (V6-V24) and had both inconsistent name as well as biotype.

Another example from our analysis is AC074389.6 gene which encodes for a single transcript (ENST00000382528) according to GENCODE annotations. It was annotated as protein coding in V1- 20 and this transcript is annotated as lincRNA from V21. This gene was identified as a novel bioactive peptide in year 2006 derived from precursor proteins which can be used as targets for drug interventions. To identify this new gene, the human genome National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) 33 assembly, July 1, 2003, was used as reference and novelty of peptide sequence was confirmed using Universal Protein Resource (UNIPROT) \[[@CR4]\]. Expression profile studies were also conducted to show their presence in various tissues \[[@CR5]\]. Recently, Wang et al. reported this transcript to be expressed as an Lnc-RI lncRNA, and the same was shown through experimental validation to be ubiquitously expressed \[[@CR6]\]. These contrasting reports highlight the genuine concern which arises due to frequent and ever changing landscape of GENCODE annotations.

The transcript ENST00000413529, encoded by the gene SDHAP3, was the most inconsistent transcript across the entire GENCODE compendium, which witnessed a total of nine transitions and was assigned six different biotypes during its short lived journey (V3b-19) Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Figure S3.

Using HGNC (The HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee) \[[@CR7]\], one of the largest consortium of the human genes, we wanted to check the existence of the deleted genes in the present GENCODE(V24). The total human gene list extracted from HGNC consisted of 39,777 loci, and there were total of 56,095 GENCODE genes which were present in the earlier GENCODE versions but got eliminated in the current version (V24). When we overlapped the current HGNC genes with the genes deleted in V24, we found 285 genes to be common, out of which, 35 were lncRNAs. The same is depicted in Additional file [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}: Figure S4.

Discussion {#Sec10}
==========

The GENCODE compendium of transcript annotations has undoubtedly significantly enhanced the accessibility to a standardized set of genome annotations and accelerated the experimental annotation and understanding of gene functions, especially long noncoding RNA functions. Though there have been a number of databases \[[@CR8]\] systematically annotating various aspects of lncRNAs including their functions, interactions etc., all the databases have been lacking continuous updates. GENCODE fills in this gap by covering and integrating the latest in terms of gene and transcript annotation, methodologies, and standards. Notwithstanding the limitations of the resource, which primarily arise from the changing landscape of technologies, definitions and methods for transcriptome analysis, GENCODE still provides one of the most comprehensive and well-accepted compendium of transcript annotations widely used and followed in literature.

A major limitation of the field has been the inconsistency in the nomenclature of transcript/gene biotypes which significantly adds confusion in the classification and long-term annotation of transcripts, especially lncRNAs. Our analysis of GENCODE suggests that a significant number of 52 biotype annotations were dropped at one point or the other between different versions of GENCODE, which affects a total of 1,96,799 transcript annotations while 17 biotypes remained constant across all GENCODE version for 54,815 transcripts.

In a very dynamic technological and knowledge landscape, it would be imperative for resources to closely integrate the long tail of annotations. It is humanly impossible for organizations to systematically track the growing corpus of literature in the field (Additional file [5](#MOESM5){ref-type="media"}: Figure S5), which presently adds over 1000 new publications per year. Therefore, it is imperative to dynamically interlink publications and resources related to the field as has been extensively built for protein-coding genes \[[@CR7]\].

Another major gap in the field has been the lack of interoperable databases annotating different biological aspects of lncRNAs. Apart from the standard Ensembl IDs followed by GENCODE and used by many other databases, only a small proportion of the lncRNAs 1.46 % of the entire compendium of lncRNAs have also been annotated and provided an HGNC gene symbol. Apart from the standard HGNC gene nomenclature, many publications and resources cite a variety of other nomenclatures, which adds to the confusion and inability to cross-link resources, publications, and analysis results. This major limitation stems from that fact that there has been a lack of standard and consensus standards for nomenclature of lncRNAs. Such standards for nomenclature and annotation of many other noncoding classes including miRNAs have ensured accordance in nomenclature which in turn maintains the compatibility between resources, databases, and citations in publications \[[@CR7], [@CR9], [@CR10]\].

A number of resources and databases on lncRNAs have emerged in the recent years and has been comprehensively reviewed by Jalali and co-workers \[[@CR11]\]. The resources encompass a variety of biological relationships, interactions, and functionalities. Nevertheless, the integration of the resources into a common platform has been a tedious task due to the variability in annotation standards, version of the annotations used, and lack of interoperability between the resources. The immediate goal would be to enable these complementary resources to be interoperable. The availability of common standards for nomenclature and annotation would enable the resources to be systematically integrated which would in turn enable timely updates. This would facilitate experimental as well as computational biologists wade through the unchartered waters quickly, and effectively.

The update in this ever-growing field has been fast outpacing the efforts by individual groups or laboratories to be able to systematically curate the information in a comprehensive way. Different attempts to fill in the gap of the long tail of bio-curation has emerged in the recent years, including Wiki-based systems for systematic and real-time annotation and curation of biological information. Such resources have been extensively developed not just for model systems but also for noncoding RNA databases. This could be complemented by efforts to automatically tag and annotate data from publications and resources using machine learning approaches developed recently \[[@CR12]\].

Conclusion {#Sec11}
==========

In summary, our analysis of one of the most comprehensive resource of lncRNAs suggest the dynamic progression of the field in terms of both the number of annotations as well as the changing view of the classification of lncRNAs. While a dynamic change in annotations and a timely release of the updates make the resource unique, popular, and therefore widely used by the community, the dynamicity poses unique challenges to the community. Taking cues from other domains of bio-curation, we propose modalities to mend the gap.

Methods {#Sec12}
=======

GENCODE annotation {#Sec13}
------------------

We downloaded the annotation data in form of Gene Transfer File (GTF) files from the GENCODE database and extracted all the transcript IDs along with their corresponding biotypes across all the versions from V1 to V24. GENCODE consortium has not made available Version 3a publically, hence not included in our study. The census for transcripts and biotypes across versions is detailed in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. There are 28 GENCODE releases in our analyses consisting of genomic elements such as genes, transcripts, Coding sequence (CDS), untranslated regions (UTRS), and Exons annotated by Ensembl and Havana (Human and Vertebrate Analysis and Annotation). These were classified into 71 different biotypes as listed in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} across all versions.

Analysis of consistency of transcripts across GENCODE versions {#Sec14}
--------------------------------------------------------------

We extracted all the transcript identifiers comprising of both ENST (Ensembl) and\\or OTTHUMT(Havana) IDs along with their transcript type. V1 consisted of only annotations for exons with no separate records for the other genomic elements such as genes, transcripts, or CDS. Hence, we directly used the transcript IDs as assigned to these exons for further analysis.

GENCODE assigned ENSTR/ENSTRR identifiers for pseudo autosomal regions of Y chromosome which are same for the X and Y chromosomes. For our analysis, we replaced all such transcripts with their respective ENST0 IDs in order avoid duplicate entries. We replaced 218 ENST0 IDs with their respective ENSTR /ENSTRR IDs if they had the same ENST identifier and biotype in a particular version.

Moreover, the earlier versions (V1 to 2c) of GENCODE consisted of either OTTHUMT or ENST identifiers for all transcripts. From V3b, GENCODE started to assign both the identifiers to most of the transcripts with an exception of a few which were assigned only IDs prefixed with OTTHUMT. After V3c the OTTHUMT prefixed IDs were systematically phased out as the main identifier, with each transcript having an ENST prefixed ID along with its corresponding OTTHUMT prefixed identifier. 77,193 OTTHUMT prefixed IDs had single ENST prefixed ID throughout their lifetime and hence were replaced with their respective ENST prefixed IDs. While 1982 OTTHUMT prefixed IDs had more than one ENST IDs in the same version therefore such OTTHUMT prefixed IDs were duplicated by assigning them both the Ensembl prefixed IDs while keeping their biotypes intact.

Another set of 3188 OTTHUMT prefixed IDs having more than one ENST prefixed IDs assigned to them across versions were replaced with respective IDs in that version by keeping the biotype of OTTHUMT prefixed ID intact. In addition, for 3272 OTTHUMT prefixed IDs there existed no ENST prefixed ID hence we kept them as it is.

All these transcripts IDs along with their assigned biotypes were organized into compiled record of total annotations. Those transcripts which did not have any biotype assigned to them in GENCODE versions were given a hypothetical code NA (not assigned). All the computation was performed by using custom shell and Perl scripts.

Analysis of consistency of lncRNA transcripts across GENCODE versions {#Sec15}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

To analyze the distribution and dynamism of lncRNA annotations across the GENCODE versions, we compared the lncRNA biotypes assigned by GENCODE. We made a comprehensive list of all the lncRNA biotypes or transcript biotypes used and dropped across the different versions (as listed in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). While considering lncRNA as a class, we clubbed 23 sub-biotypes, namely 3 prime overlapping ncrna, TEC, Ambiguous orf, Antisense, Bidirectional promoter lncrna, Disrupted domain, Known ncrna, lincRNA, macro lncRNA, misc RNA, ncrna host, Non coding, Processed pseudogene, Processed transcript, Pseudogene, Retained intron, Retrotransposed, Sense intronic, Sense overlapping, Transcribed processed pseudogene, Transcribed unprocessed pseudogene, Unitary pseudogene, and Unprocessed pseudogene. From the compiled record of complete annotations, we extracted the transcripts belonging to these lncRNA subclasses and named it as lncRNA annotations.Table 3Number of transcripts added or deleted in each version of GENCODEGENCODE versionTranscripts addedlncRNAs addedPC transcripts addedTranscripts deletedlncRNAs deletedPC transcripts deleted1------------213,56874554156256535716902a5580319517693347175613262b7069124316061270v3b26,715292419,998708716661674v3c497816062643860169143v3d35813481961206192967415,138889737866937414914815706538202443822323221610,40955273838798156616711,2853234752483922519583485036275017841344611268945682551158221767146103684217111691312810211781748012290520463561232431808109642923715513673433931391685712052721472914013254320711877155749323720793672141071662845113220271052812171469119420663234018518105577815833920410919137811471924422341762092293676423811,41036236727212218170943222611997222873163075176026832023350212104173117522475847320620871105

Visualization {#Sec16}
-------------

The distribution of all the transcripts in conjunction with their biotypes across the GENCODE versions from the compiled record for total annotations was visualized using an open web app, RAW \[[@CR13]\]. A custom vector-based visualization based D3.js library through an interactable interface was used. The dynamicity of GENCODE annotations across all versions was depicted in form of a Sankey diagram (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, we plotted a Sankey using lncRNA annotations file, as depicted in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Here, we considered four categories, namely lncRNA, protein coding, NA, and others (which included all other biotypes).Fig. 4A Sankey diagram depicting the dynamicity of GENCODE lncRNAs and protein-coding biotypes across all versions (V1 to V24). The lncRNA class considered here covers 23 sub-biotypes which includes 3 prime overlapping ncrna, TEC, Ambiguous orf, Antisense, Bidirectional promoter lncrna, Disrupted domain, Known ncrna, lincRNA, macro lncRNA, misc RNA, ncrna host, Non coding, Processed pseudogene, Processed transcript, Pseudogene, Retained intron, Retrotransposed, Sense intronic, Sense overlapping, Transcribed processed pseudogene, Transcribed unprocessed pseudogene, Unitary pseudogene, Unprocessed pseudogene. The protein-coding class represents the number of transcripts having protein-coding biotype. The NA class of transcripts defined here represents the number of transcripts which were deleted in each of the versions or the number of transcripts which do not exist in each version. While the others category comprises rest of biotypes

We also explored the disparity of biotypes across the GENCODE annotations. Hence, we considered the all the biotypes across different versions and plotted them in form of a heatmap. We observed many biotypes which were eliminated completely while few were retained throughout (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

Comparison across GENCODE versions {#Sec17}
----------------------------------

We calculated the number of transitions which each transcript went through during their lifetime which has been outlined in the Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}. We also computed the various biotypes which each transcript was assigned and compiled this information in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}.Table 4Summary of the number of biotypes assigned to each of the transcriptsNo. of biotypes assigned to the transcriptNo. of transcripts154,84021,74,779320,52841945525664175 Table 5Summary of the number of transitions each transcript went throughNo. of transitionsNo. of transcripts054,84011,33,630255,9513642041125528369573581293

A compilation of the number of transcripts which were added and deleted in each version of GENCODE was derived from the compiled record of complete annotations. We also did this for both lncRNA and protein-coding transcripts which has been added/deleted, and the same has been outlined in the Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.

While the above table depicted the number of added/deleted transcripts, we also wanted to highlight the different transitions which these protein-coding and lncRNA transcripts went through across the GENCODE versions. Thus, on similar lines, we also produced a table outlining the switching of these transcripts which has been demonstrated in the Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}.Table 6Switching of transcripts across versionsGENCODE versionTranscripts addedTransformed to lncRNAsTransformed to PC transcriptsTranscripts deletedTransformed from lncRNAs transcriptsTransformed from PC transcripts1------------213,56877814336256558020002a55803296535433471834962b7069126116871270v3b26,715309620,499708722552049v3c497816112665860194162v3d358137229612061891210415,13810,04440736937449827175706540782662822593521610,409614142617987141266711,2853874832583923292651985036293318681344155150894568276216772171782821036842284125713111923511781750282530520855322123243206912734294694281367344244167968575575660147291431429272076314151557493364220136738427816628649311202712711019171469148041563267747418105594038533948127519137812894744425823342092294125486111,41043247212212218226353522623161822287318208387603905032335027719517323111224758527300208197165

We also analyzed the abundance of publications for long non coding RNAs over last decade, for which we derived the year wise publication list from Pubmed by searching keyword "lncRNA." The graph shown in Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Figure S3 gives a brief layout of the number of publication per year.

Comparison with HGNC {#Sec18}
--------------------

HGNC is the largest and one of the most reliable sources for which assigns unique and standardized nomenclature for human genes created as part of the Human Genome Organization (HUGO) \[[@CR7]\]. We wanted to verify whether the genes which do not exist in the present GENCODE version are still present in HGNC. Thus, we extracted all the HGNC genes having approved HGNC IDs (up till last updated: 05/07/16 04:51:01) and checked their presence in last V24.

Data availability {#Sec19}
-----------------

The detailed methodology along with all the associated content used in our analysis is available as a GitHub repository (<https://github.com/vinodscaria/Gencode-moonlighting/blob/master/README.md>). All other relevant data are within the paper and its supporting information.

Additional files {#Sec20}
================

Additional file 1:**Figure S1.** Venn diagram representing the moonlighting of lncRNA and protein-coding transcript annotations. (JPG 1090 kb) Additional file 2:**Figure S2.** Heatmap depicting transitions of the six candidate transcripts from Protein-coding biotype to lncRNA biotype or vice versa over the different versions of GENCODE. (JPG 1418 kb) Additional file 3:**Figure S3.** The transition of ENST00000413529 (SDHAP3) transcript over the various GENCODE versions. (JPG 606 kb) Additional file 4:**Figure S4.** Common and unique annotated genes of absent in GENCODE V24 and HGNC. Venn diagram shows intersection between genes annotated by GENCODE and HGNC. (JPG 1073 kb) Additional file 5:**Figure S5.** Growth of literature in the field of lncRNAs. The number of publications for each year was retrieved using keyword "lncRNA" from PubMed. The data for 2016 is incomplete at the time of writing the manuscript and therefore marked with dotted lines. (JPG 1837 kb)
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